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Don’t Outsource Your Next Software Project
Outsourcing is a dirty word. It conjures up images of high priced consultants running away with your
money and returning six months later with nothing but some diagrams and documents when you really
needed software developed. It also denotes a lack of control over your project, and no longer sounds
like a team effort. You want results, and you want control over your project. We agree.

Why We Are Different
We are not an outsourcing company; we focus on integrating with your existing team in order to provide
the expected result at the best value possible.

Agile Methodologies
Using agile methodologies immediately shifts the focus from “doing work”, to “writing software”. This is
a significant distinction. At the end of the day we need to deliver high quality software, and nothing less
is a success.

Building The Best Teams
You already have a development team, but your project is either stalled, you don’t have the skills you
need in house, or you need a jump start to get the project back on schedule. We can help. The success
you will achieve is a direct result of the team that we help build.

What You Get
Team Interaction
There is value in mentoring team members, and the knowledge transfer goes both directions.
Something amazing happens when a team starts to work together seamlessly. It’s a thing of beauty. We
have successfully integrated our team members in clients’ teams producing greater than expected
results.

Our Expertise
Our team members are experts in their field. A high standard has been set. These individuals know agile
development methodologies, Microsoft technologies, and the full software development life cycle. Most
clients want to use an agile approach, but they don’t know how to get started. We can help guide that
process.

Quality Codebase
The code matters to the business; they just may not realize it yet. Increasing the quality of the codebase
gives the development team the confidence to accurately estimate new features, and allows them to
add features or fix bugs without fear of breaking a seemingly unrelated piece of the system. We have
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proven that there are some very simple changes that will increase quality dramatically. Our goal is to
leave your team with a good, solid, scalable architecture.

Current Technology
All of our consultants are up to date on the latest technologies used in your system, and only
consultants who are experts in the technology in your system will work on your project.

Project Jump Start
Harnessing the power of our combined teams, expertise and quality codebase always gives the project a
jump start. Once we leave, your existing team is left with software they’re proud of, the knowledge of
how to keep it that way, and the ability to effortlessly add new features and enhancements.

Let Us Help You
Let us help you get your project done the way you want, and provide some on the job mentoring and
training for your staff.
A brief conversation of your projects, current team, and future needs can quickly help you determine if
partnering with Front Range Systems is a good fit. We look forward to building a great team with you
and delivering quality software for your organization.
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